Mental Wellbeing
and Resilience
Coaching

Prevention is better
than cure
Stress, anxiety and depression are the biggest causes
of sickness absence in our society, equating to billions
of pounds of lost revenue for employers in the UK
alone each year.

As professionals ourselves we don’t just aim to give
employees support and coping strategies. We want to
support other employers to recognise the early signs
of stress and recognise how they can help their people.

Not only is far too much working time lost through
sickness absence due to stress related illness, many
great employees resign because of mental health
issues. Often, the employer isn’t even aware. On top
of this, even if they come into work, employees are less
productive because of their fragile mental state.

“15.4 million
working days lost
due to work-related
stress, depression or
anxiety in 2017/18”*

“Depression or anxiety
accounted for 44% of all
work-related ill health
cases in 2017/18”*
*Source: Labour Force Survey

Packages
Because we believe prevention is better than cure, we have provided our staff at all levels with a series of tailored wellness
and mental resilience support sessions. We were so impressed with our experience and the positive outcomes for our
people, that we have now secured an exclusive partnership with Second Nature, a performance improvement specialist,
to offer a range of wellness packages to our clients.
No obligation
Every course is bespoke and can be tailored to your business. If you like the concept but you’re not sure what you need,
we’re happy to meet with you on a no obligation basis to discuss what is right for you and your people.

What our people said:
“These sessions are invaluable in the current pressured office environment.”
“Refreshing and reassuring.”
“It helps us all be more supportive, more confident and more productive.”

“Rewarding to talk
about mental health
openly in a corporate
environment.”

The Power Package

The Prevention Package

The Resilience Package

The Champion Package

Knowledge is power. At Board level it is vital
that your company understands its legal
obligations in terms of stress and mental health,
and what the consequences of handling these
incorrectly can be. Your directors have a
responsibility to understand stress and should
be aware of how stress impacts their employees
and the business. Leaders should know what
can be done to support their staff at all levels to
minimise absence without sacrificing strategy
and growth.

If you have an established workforce, or a
new team just starting out, this course will be
invaluable for them. It teaches your staff about
the way their minds work, why stresses build
up in modern life in a way that we cannot cope
with and most importantly, how to deal with
those stresses. We look at specific goals for your
business such as increasing sales or developing
customer relationships and work with the team
to consider how those goals can be achieved
whilst improving their mental health and
wellbeing.

This course is aimed at the managers on the
ground. We explain neurolinguistic principles
and legal consequences as well as focus on the
early warning signs that someone is struggling
with stress or anxiety. We help your managers
to identify patterns of behaviour in their team
members that might otherwise go unnoticed or
be dismissed.

Every company has a first aider but what about
the things that cannot be fixed with a plaster?
We offer training to specific individuals across
your business who can act as mental wellbeing
champions. We equip them with the tools to
recognise colleagues who are struggling and
teach them ways to help that colleague find a
voice to talk about their concerns.

Get in touch
Contact one of our specialists to chat through your situation
and, if appropriate, arrange a no obligation consultation to see
how we can help.
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